CUNY Laboratory I
Dedicated B
Local Scientists
Prominent chemists, biochemists, biologists, and physicistsgathered at Hunter this
month to hear Dr. Mildred Cohn ('31) of the
Fox Chase Cancer Center in Philadelphia
and Dr. Edwin D. Becker of the National Institute of Health discuss nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy-a rapidly growing scientific technique that enables scientists across the disciplines to analyze the
structure and dynamics of molecules.
Dr. Cohn's and Dr. Becker's lectures were
part of an afternoon program to dedicate
CUNY's new nuclear magnetic resonance
spectrometer,a high-poweredinstrume
that is housed in a temperature-controllt
room in Hunter's North Building. The sp
trometer, worth approximately $400,00C
wasacquired by a consortium of CUNY
ulty whose proposal was funded in part
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